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Ambiguous visual stimuli elicit different perceptual interpretations over time, creating the illusion that a constant stimulus is changing. We investigate whether such spontaneous changes in visual perception involve occipital brain regions specialized for processing visual information, despite the absence of concomitant changes in stimulation. Spontaneous perceptual changes observed while viewing a binocular rivalry stimulus or an ambiguous structure-from-motion stimulus were compared with stimulus-induced perceptual changes that occurred in response to an actual stimulus change. Intracranial recordings from human occipital cortex revealed that spontaneous and stimulus-induced perceptual changes were both associated with an early transient increase in high-frequency power that was more spatially confined than a later transient decrease in low-frequency power. We suggest that the observed high-frequency and low-frequency modulations relate to initiation and maintenance of a percept, respectively. Our results are compatible with the idea that spontaneous changes in perception originate from competitive interactions within visual neural networks.
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Introduction

When viewing a stimulus that is constant but ambiguous, an observer perceives changes back and forth between the different interpretations of the stimulus, while the stimulus is constant. These perceptual changes may be considered illusions, as they originate spontaneously in the mind of the observer, but are experienced as changes of the external stimulus. Here we investigate whether such spontaneous perceptual changes involve regions in the occipital cortex specialized for processing visual information, despite the lack of a concomitant change in the visual stimulus.

Transient activations in the parietal and frontal cortices, rather than the occipital cortex, have been associated with spon-
taneous changes in the perception of a constant ambiguous stimulus (Basar-Eroglu et al., 1996; Kleinschmidt et al., 1998; Lumer et al., 1998; Doesburg et al., 2005; Sterzer and Kleinschmidt, 2007; Ehm et al., 2011; Sandberg et al., 2014). Therefore, it has been argued that spontaneous perceptual changes are initiated in cognitive brain regions and not in occipital regions specialized for visual processing (Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Sterzer et al., 2009). While viewing an ambiguous stimulus, activity in the occipital cortex has been found to fluctuate with the perceptual state rather than with the changes between percepts, suggesting that the occipital cortex is recruited for maintenance of a percept, but is not involved in the initiation of a new percept (Leopold and Logothetis, 1996; Polonsky et al., 2000; Tong and Engel, 2001; Haynes and Rees, 2005; Brouwer and van Ee, 2007; Maier et al., 2008; de Jong et al., 2012, 2014; Sandberg et al., 2013, 2014). This putative non-involvement of the occipital cortex in the initiation of new percepts is at odds with evidence indicating that the initiation of spontaneous perceptual changes relies on competitive interactions in the occipital cortex between visual neurons preferentially involved in one of the percepts (mainly psychophysical evidence: see review, by Blake and Logothetis, 2002; but also neuroimaging evidence: Lee et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2016).

Here, we consider two possible reasons why many previous studies have not detected transient modulations of occipital activity in association with spontaneous changes in perception. First, up until now investigations of occipital activity during ambiguous visual stimulation have focused on sustained modulations reflecting the perceptual state (Leopold and Logothetis, 1996; Tong and Engel, 2001), potentially overlooking transient modulations occurring at the moment of a perceptual change. Second, the extracranial recording techniques used on humans in previous studies may not be well suited for detecting spatially localized transients in neural activity (Privman et al., 2007; Jerbi et al., 2009; Crone et al., 2011; Lachaux et al., 2012). We used recordings from intracranial electrodes implanted in epilepsy patients to investigate the extent to which occipital activity is transiently modulated in association with spontaneous and stimulus-induced perceptual changes (i.e., illusory and real changes in the stimulus, respectively).

Our intracranial recordings indeed showed transient modulations of occipital activity associated with spontaneous perceptual changes that occurred without a concomitant change in the visual input. Moreover, these modulations were similar to those associated with stimulus-induced changes in perception. We discuss whether our findings are compatible with a role of the occipital cortex in the spontaneous initiation of a new percept in the absence of a change in stimulation.

Materials and Methods

Participants. The study included three patients with intractable epilepsy (two female, one male) who underwent chronic subdural electrocorticography that included coverage of the occipital lobe for clinical reasons (Fig. 1). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave written informed consent before participation. The experiments were approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht and were performed in accordance with the ethical guidelines in the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2000). A fourth participant was excluded from the analysis because of excessive epileptiform activity and recording noise.

Procedure. We presented ambiguous visual stimuli that allowed two mutually exclusive perceptual interpretations, thereby enabling separate investigations of the neural underpinnings of visual perception and visual stimulation. To generalize our findings across stimuli, we used two
different types of ambiguous stimuli. The first was a binocular rivalry stimulus, including two different (incompatible) images presented to the two eyes (Blake and Logothetis, 2002; Tong et al., 2006), in this case a face and a house image (Fig. 2A, left column). The second stimulus was a virtual rotating globe with ambiguous rotation direction. Here both eyes saw the same image, but there was a conflict in the three-dimensional (3D) interpretation of the motion in the stimulus (Wallach and O’Connell, 1953; Braunstein, 1977). We will refer to this as 3D-motion rivalry (Fig. 2A, right column). When viewing an ambiguous stimulus, an observer’s perception spontaneously alternates even though the stimulus itself remains unchanged (Fig. 2B).

To check whether our findings are specific for ambiguous stimuli, we compared both ambiguous stimuli with unambiguous stimuli that were similar in appearance (Fig. 2C). Alternating presentation of the two unambiguous stimuli, each resembling one of the interpretations of the ambiguous stimulus, elicited changes in perception that were designed to be nearly indistinguishable in appearance to the spontaneous changes perceived in the ambiguous stimulus. The important difference is that here the stimulus actually changed, i.e., the perceived changes in the unambiguous stimulus were associated with a change in the physical stimulus (Fig. 2D), whereas the changes in the ambiguous stimulus originated in the mind of the observer (Fig. 2B). The participants were not informed about this difference in stimulation.

During the experiments, participants sat in a semirecumbent position in a hospital bed in a private room. A computer screen (60 Hz refresh rate) was positioned in front of the participant at a viewing distance of ~85 cm. The stimuli were presented in the center of the screen using Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems). The participants reported the identity of each new percept as soon as perception changed by pressing one of two buttons on a button box held in the preferred hand (Fig. 1A). Participant A completed both experiments. Participant B completed only the binocular rivalry experiment because he perceived intermediate percepts during the 3D-motion rivalry experiment (see criteria and ex-
plation in following paragraphs). Participant C completed only the 3D-motion rivalry experiment because the condition of the participant did not allow for more testing.

Before the start of the experiment the possible perceptual appearances of the stimuli were explained to the participant and care was taken that the participant understood how perception could change irregularly over time. The appearances of the "target" percepts were described, being leftward and rightward rotation for 3D-motion rivalry and the face and house images for binocular rivalry. Regarding binocular rivalry, small stimulus size and low stimulus contrast were used to generate relatively long-lasting percepts and minimize the occurrence of mixture/piecemeal percepts (a mixture of the face and house). We aimed for long-lasting percepts because this makes reporting simpler. The stimuli are described in more detail in the next section. The participants were instructed to report the face or house percept only when this image clearly dominated over the other image, i.e., when little or nothing of the other image was visible. They were also instructed to stop the experiment when the target percepts did not predominate, for example when piecemeal percepts predominated instead. However, both participants that completed the binocular rivalry experiment reported no discernable piecemeal rivalry (in line with pilot tests on healthy volunteers).

Regarding 3D-motion rivalry, the instruction was that the front surface, as a whole, should be perceived closer in depth than the back surface. A slow rotation speed was used to generate relatively long-lasting percepts (Brouwer and van Ee, 2006). It was explained that intermediate percepts could occur, such as blending together of the front and back surface (Hol et al., 2003). The participants were instructed to stop the experiment when they were unable to identify the target percepts or when the target percepts did not predominate. As mentioned above, Participant B did not complete the experiment for this reason. The two remaining participants reported no difficulty in identifying the target percepts.

An experimental session consisted of four 2 min blocks of stimulation interleaved with 10 s rest, during which only the fixation stimulus was presented on the screen. The blocks of stimulation contained either ambiguous or unambiguous stimulation. Ambiguous and unambiguous blocks were alternately presented. In each experiment, the participants completed two sessions, of which the first started with an unambiguous block and the second with an ambiguous block. The durations of the unambiguous stimuli were based on the percept durations during ambiguous stimulation reported by healthy volunteers in pilot tests.

Stimuli in binocular rivalry experiment. The ambiguous stimulus subtended 2.9° horizontally and vertically, and consisted of a chromatically filtered image of a face and a house projected at the same location (Fig. 2A, left column). By means of red–green anaglyph glasses, one of the eyes was presented with the face image and the other eye with the house image (stereoscopic presentation), without visible “cross talk” between the eyes. The images are courtesy of F. Tong (Tong et al., 2006). The contrast of the original face stimulus was slightly reduced using Photoshop 11.0.2 (Adobe) to achieve similar durations of the face and house percept during ambiguous stimulation (SD of green pixel values in face stimulus was reduced from 42.1 to 36.4; adjustment based on pilot testing on healthy volunteers; SD of red pixel values in house stimulus was 44.7). The anaglyph glasses contained custom-made red and green filters, of which the transmission spectrum matched the emission spectrum of the monitor and which resulted in low stimulus contrast on the retina. The low stimulus contrast and small stimulus size ensured relatively long-lasting percepts. The participants wore the anaglyph glasses during the entire experiment.

The images were presented in the center of a binocular pattern of lines extending into the periphery of the visual field to facilitate proper alignment of the eyes (visible by both eyes, covering 15.8° horizontally and vertically). The binocular lines were presented continuously during the entire session, including the rest periods. The perceptual conflict between the eyes resulted in the alternating dominance of the face and the house image (Levelt, 1966; Blake and Logothetis, 2002). The participants were instructed to fixate on the center of the face/house image and report the perceptual changes they experienced.

To disambiguate the binocular rivalry stimulus, either the face or house image was temporarily removed from the stimulus (Fig. 2C, left column). Observers perceived the remaining image, which, similar to the ambiguous stimulus, was presented only to one eye. Stimulus changes occurred every couple of seconds (42 changes in total during two sessions) and consisted of the alternating presentation of either the face or the house image. The stimuli were created using Photoshop 11.0.2 (Adobe).

Stimuli in 3D-motion rivalry experiment. The ambiguous virtual globe subtended 4.7° in diameter and consisted of 350 leftward and rightward moving dots presented on a gray background. The dots were black or white, subtended 0.11° in diameter, had unlimited lifetime, and were perceived as random points on the surface of a virtual globe. The globe was perceived rotating about its vertical axis (every 6.3 s), but the direction of rotation was ambiguous: either the front surface was perceived to displace leftward and the back surface rightward or the other way around (Fig. 2A, right column). This ambiguity arose by means of a phenomenon called structure from motion, which refers to a situation in which the 3D shape of an object is reconstructed from local motion signals, in this case the motion of the dots (Wallach and O’Connell, 1953; Brauneisen, 1977). Specifically, the speed of the dots on the screen was fastest in the middle of the stimulus and slowest near the left and right edges (where their motion direction reversed). The sinusoidal profile created the 3D percept. However, there were no depth cues to differentiate the rightward moving surface from the leftward moving surface, so either direction could be perceived to be in front of the other.

Disambiguation of the 3D-motion rivalry stimulus was less straightforward than disambiguation of the binocular rivalry stimulus. We disambiguated the globe by adding two monocular depth cues (Fig. 2C, right column), namely (1) a contrast imbalance: the contrast between the dots and the background was halved for the back surface of the globe compared with the front surface of the globe; and (2) a size imbalance: the size of the dots varied with virtual depth (between 0.05 and 0.15° in diameter, smaller dots on the back surface). A stimulus change consisted of instantly reversing the motion direction of all dots (44 changes in total during two sessions). The globe stimuli were created using Mathematica (Wolfram Research). During the entire session, a red fixation dot was presented in the center of the screen (0.24° in diameter) and the participants were instructed to maintain strict fixation on this red dot.

Behavioral analysis. In our analysis we compared the spontaneous changes reported during the ambiguous blocks with the stimulus-induced changes reported during the unambiguous blocks. If reports followed each other within 1000 ms, we excluded the second report, because neural activation related to the earlier report could contaminate the epoch of the second report. If the same report was given twice consecutively, we also excluded the second report. For these reasons, three reports of Participant A (binocular rivalry) and two participants (two ambiguous blocks), two reports of Participant B (ambiguous blocks), and one report of Participant C (unambiguous block) were excluded. We also excluded the very first report of each block, because this report is associated with the perceived onset of the stimulus rather than a perceived change in the stimulus.

Regarding the unambiguous blocks, we only included correct reports, defined as reports <3500 ms after a stimulus change, indicating the stimulus was perceived as intended by the applied disambiguation method. A control analysis in which we used a more conservative cutoff for reaction times (<1500 ms instead of <3500 ms) yielded equivalent results regarding the observed power changes (data not shown), indicating that the used cutoff did not critically influence our results. During the unambiguous blocks of the binocular rivalry experiment, all reports were correct for both participants. During the unambiguous blocks of the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, three reports of Participant A were incorrect (>3500 ms) and 30 reports of Participant C were incorrect and thus excluded from the analysis. Participant C experienced spontaneous changes in addition to the stimulus-induced changes during the unambiguous blocks, despite the intended disambiguation of the stimulus. Electroencephalographic and electrocorticographic recordings were part of a presurgical assessment to localize the epileptic focus for surgical removal. Electrode grids were
implanted subdurally (2.3 mm exposed diameter, interelectrode distance 1 cm; Ad-Tech Medical Instrument). We recorded continuously using a 128-channel Micromed system (22 bits; bandpass filter, 0.15–134.4 Hz) at a sampling frequency of 512 Hz. The recorded data were analyzed using in-house-developed Matlab code and the open source Matlab toolbox EEGLab (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). The precise positioning of the electrodes was determined using an anatomical magnetic resonance (MR) imaging scan made before implantation and a computed tomography (CT) scan made after implantation, following the method described by Hermes et al. (2010). Electrodes affected by a temporoparietal lesion in Participant C, as identified by a clinical physicist using the coregistered MR and CT images, were excluded from the analysis (Fig. 1B). The signals of all electrodes were visually inspected for artifacts, leading to one anterior electrode of Participant B being excluded from the analysis because of technical failure (Fig. 1B). As mentioned above in the Participants section, all data of a fourth participant were excluded after visual inspection by a medical professional because of excessive epileptiform activity and recording noise.

All remaining electrode signals were referenced to their grand average signal. Experimental epochs centered on the moment of the report (button press) were extracted from the continuous data. We used anatomical landmarks to assess which electrodes were located on the surface of the occipital lobe. Specifically, all electrodes posterior of the imaginary line between the preoccipital notch and the parieto-occipital sulcus were classified as occipital electrodes (Fig. 1B). A time–frequency transformation was applied to the occipital electrodes over a frequency range of 2–130 Hz (using a 3–97.5 cycle Morlet wavelet, respectively, tapered with a Hanning window of 1 Hz and time steps of 25 ms). There was no true baseline period because we do not know precisely when the spontaneous changes were initiated. Therefore, we normalized the power per epoch, per frequency, relative to the mean power across a broad time window (normalized power equals power/mean power; normalization window was 5 s wide and centered on the moment of the report). Perturbations were then averaged across two frequency bands of interest derived from previous studies into stimulus-induced perceptual changes: 3–30 and 50–130 Hz (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999; Lachaux et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al., 2006; Wilke et al., 2006; Siegel et al., 2007; Maier et al., 2008; Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Donner and Siegel, 2011).

In none of the participants did the occipital electrodes overlap with the area resected during postimplantation surgery, meaning that the analyzed electrodes were not covering the focus region of the epileptic seizures (the seizure-onset zone). Initially, and unless indicated otherwise, we analyzed the averaged activity of all occipital electrodes (see first part of Results; Figs. 3–5). To see whether the effects observed in the averaged occipital recordings were systematic across electrodes, we then analyzed the recorded activity of individual electrodes (see last part of Results; Figs. 6, 7). When referring to individual electrodes, we occasionally make estimations regarding which visual regions were covered by the electrodes. These estimations are speculative since they were not verified by functional mapping experiments, but instead were based on anatomical landmarks and an automated computerized segmentation algorithm (Freesurfer Software Suite). The computerized algorithm provided an estimated location of primary visual cortex (area V1), secondary visual cortex (area V2), and motion-selective mediotemporal region (area V5/ hMT+).

Peak-locked perturbations and power change area. Considering that the averaged perturbations aligned to the report may be affected by jitter in reaction times (i.e., variation in the time period between the perceptual change and the button press; see Results), we performed two additional analyses largely insensitive to such jitter. We expected activity related to perceptual changes to emerge before the report and then linger on for a while, so we chose for these analyses a time window of interest spanning −1500 to +500 ms relative to the report. First, rather than calculating peak amplitudes, we calculated the areas delimited by the perturbations. Regarding the increase in high-frequency power, we calculated the area below the curve of power over time (and above the horizontal axis that indicated the normalization value, i.e., normalized power equals 1). Regarding the decrease in low-frequency power, we calculated the area above the curve of power over time (and below the horizontal axis). The calculation was done per epoch, across the time window of interest mentioned above. Temporal variation within the time window has no influence on the calculated areas, making this measure largely insensitive to reaction-time jitter. We did not calculate the mean power over the broad time window of interest because we were interested specifically in negative and positive event-related components and, moreover, calculating the mean power would allow the possibility of averaging out components of opposite sign (Luck, 2005). To adjust for noise-related fluctuations, we applied the same calculation to a reference time window spanning 500–2000 ms after the report (Fig. 4A, schematic illustration on bottom right). We subtracted the reference area from the area in the time window of interest (after scaling both areas to the width of the used time windows) and then averaged across epochs. We used a postreport rather than a prereport reference window because there is an unknown delay between the report and the preceding onset of activity related to the perceptual change. Hence, a prereport reference window may be contaminated by early activity related to the build-up of a perceptual change. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics 20 (IBM).

For the second analysis aimed at circumventing the influence of reaction-time jitter, we determined, per epoch, per frequency band, the latency of the peak in the power modulation (minimum or maximum amplitude within the time window of interest for negative and positive power fluctuations, respectively) and aligned the epochs in time to these latencies before averaging across epochs. The resulting peak-locked perturbations were used for illustration purposes (Figs. 5A–D), as they show the perturbations without the influence of reaction-time jitter. The peak latencies themselves were analyzed to obtain an estimate of the relative timing of the low-frequency and high-frequency modulation (Fig. 5E, Results). Considering that differences in mean reaction time affect these peak latencies, meaningful comparisons could be made only within participants, within each type of change.

Results

Behavioral results

Participants A and B reported spontaneous changes in perception of the binocular rivalry stimulus every 5.9 (4.1) s and every 7.0 (4.6) s on average (medians in parentheses), respectively. Participants A and C reported spontaneous changes in perception of the 3D-motion rivalry stimulus every 13.7 (14.0) and 9.2 (8.7) s on average (medians in parentheses), respectively. The unambiguous stimulus durations were set to 10.0 (5.9) and 10.0 (9.8) s on average (medians in parentheses) in the binocular rivalry and 3D-motion rivalry experiment, respectively. The mean reaction times (delay between stimulus change and report) of Participant A and B in the binocular rivalry experiment and Participants A and C in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment were 830 (829), 741 (627), 1196 (984), and 1308 (1094) ms (medians in parentheses), respectively. The number of analyzed epochs for these participants (in the same order) were 42, 42, 41, and 18 regarding stimulus-induced changes, and 78, 60, 32, and 46 regarding spontaneous changes, respectively. Only accurate reports were analyzed (see Materials and Methods).

Analysis of electrocorticographic recordings

The exact moment that the spontaneous perceptual changes occurred is unknown because they originated in the mind of the participants. Therefore, we aligned the epochs in time to the moment of the manual report (button press). Even though the spontaneous changes were perceptual—and not sensory—in nature, the occipital recordings showed clear event-related responses in both experiments and all participants. Preceding the button press there was a broadband decrease in the power of low frequencies (3–30 Hz; theta, alpha, and beta band) and a broadband increase in the power of high frequencies (50–130 Hz; higher
Figure 3. Event-related spectral perturbation recorded from occipital subdural electrodes. **A**, Occipital event-related spectral perturbation (mean of all occipital electrodes) for spontaneous perceptual changes. Data are averaged across participants and experiments (4 datasets are averaged, namely 2 participants for each of the 2 experiments). See individual datasets in **C**. The epochs were time-locked to the moment the participant reported the spontaneous change (indicated as “report” on the time axis). Gray scales indicate the normalized power (Figure legend continues.)
Thus present Fig. 5 Dow of interest (see Materials and Methods; area was calculated per epoch, across a (report-locked) time window of interest, rather than the peak amplitude of a power change. The curve for power increase; area above the curve for power decrease; intercept: both $F \leq 0.1$, both $p > 0.7$; participant: both $F \leq 1.6$, both $p > 0.2$; type of change $\times$ participant: both $F \leq 1.6$, both $p > 0.2$). Spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes were thus associated with a similar transient drop in low-frequency power in the occipital cortex, even though the stimulus was changed in the latter but not in the former.

When low-frequency sub-bands were tested separately, we also found no differences between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes (bands tested: theta, 3–8 Hz; alpha, 9–13 Hz; lower beta, 14–20 Hz; higher beta, 21–30 Hz; data not shown).

High-frequency power increase

In the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, the increase in high-frequency power was similar in magnitude for spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes (Fig. 4D; type-of-change $\times$ participant ANOVA performed per experiment on the area of the power increase; type of change: $F_{(1,133)} = 0.5, p = 1$; participant: $F_{(1,133)} = 2.3, p = 0.1$; type of change $\times$ participant: $F_{(1,133)} = 0.4, p = 0.5$; intercept: $F_{(1,133)} = 38.743, p = 0$; Fig. 5D, peak-locked perturbations).

In the binocular rivalry experiment, by contrast, the high-frequency modulation appeared larger for the stimulus-induced changes than for the spontaneous changes in the report-locked (Fig. 4B) as well as the peak-locked (Fig. 5B) perturbations, suggesting this difference was unrelated to reaction-time jitter. Correspondingly, the area of the report-locked perturbations was larger for spontaneous than for stimulus-induced changes (effect of type of change: $F_{(1,218)} = 40.0, p = 0$; participant: $F_{(1,218)} = 0.4, p = 0.5$). In Participant A, the high-frequency power increase for spontaneous changes in perception during binocular rivalry was small but significant, whereas in Participant B it was not significant (type of change $\times$ participant: $F_{(1,218)} = 11.1, p = 0.001$; Participant A, type of change: $F_{(1,118)} = 5.1, p = 0.026$; Participant B, type of change: $F_{(1,100)} = 41.2, p = 0$; Participant A, spontaneous changes: $t_{(77)} = 2.5, p = 0.015$; Participant B, spontaneous changes: $t_{(59)} = -0.9, p = 0.4$).

Peak latency of low-frequency and high-frequency power change

We compared the peak latencies of the low-frequency and high-frequency modulation (frequency band $\times$ type of change ANOVA performed per participant; we were not interested in the main effect of type of change, as it reflects differences in reaction times; see Materials and Methods) and found that the increase in high-frequency power peaked earlier than the decrease in low-frequency power in the binocular rivalry experiment (Fig. 5E; frequency band: both $F > 5.6$, both $p < 0.02$). In the 3D-motion rivalry experiment the same trend was present (Fig. 5E). In both experiments there was no significant difference between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes regarding this latency difference (frequency band $\times$ type of change: all $F \leq 2.6$, all $p > 0.1$).

Since latency estimates could be influenced by the width of the wavelet used for the time-frequency transformation (which was twice as broad for the lowest than for the highest frequency; see Materials and Methods), we recalculated the latencies of the peaks using the same wavelet width for all frequencies (1500 ms for all). This analysis yielded equivalent results regarding the averaged occipital recording (data not shown). We also analyzed

gamma band; Fig. 3A). A similar event-related spectral perturbation was observed for stimulus-induced changes in perception (Fig. 3B). This pattern of results was present in each individual participant (Fig. 3C) and was also observed in the averaged $t$ statistics reflecting the variance across epochs (Fig. 3A, B, bottom right insets).

Note that the averaged perturbation reflecting stimulus-induced changes appeared more spread out in time when time-locked to the report (Fig. 3B, graph on the left) than when time-locked to the stimulus change (Fig. 3B, inset in upper right corner). This could reflect jitter in reaction times (interval between stimulus change and report of perception of the change), affecting the report-locked and not the stimulus-locked perturbation. Since there is no stimulus change associated with the spontaneous perceptual changes, statistical analyses require a measure that is largely insensitive to reaction-time jitter. Therefore, we analyzed the area of a power change (area under the curve for power increase; area above the curve for power decrease), rather than the peak amplitude of a power change. The area was calculated per epoch, across a (report-locked) time window of interest (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 4A, schematic illustration on bottom right). For this analysis, as well as for all other analyses described below, we averaged the spectral perturbations within the 3–30 and 50–130 Hz bands (Fig. 3A, B, line graphs) and we used the recordings of individual participants, without averaging across participants (Figs. 4–7 thus present each participant individually).

For illustration purposes only, we also obtained a visual representation of the perturbations unaffected by reaction-time jitter by means of aligning epochs to peak latency before averaging across epochs (Fig. 5A–D; peak latency refers to latency of minimum and maximum amplitude for the low-frequency and high-frequency modulation, respectively).

Low-frequency power decrease

In all participants and both experiments, a highly significant low-frequency power decrease was observed for both types of changes (Fig. 4A, C; type-of-change $\times$ participant ANOVA performed per experiment on the area of the power decrease; intercept: both $F > 11,117.7$, both $p = 0$). The perturbations appeared more spread out for spontaneous than for stimulus-induced changes, particularly in the binocular rivalry experiment. However, the differences observed in the report-locked perturbations (Fig. 4A, C) were likely due to jitter in reaction times, as they were not present in the peak-locked perturbations (Fig. 5A, C). Correspondingly, the areas of the report-locked modulations were similar in magnitude for both types of changes in all participants and both experiments (Fig. 4A, C, bar charts; type of change: both $F \leq 0.1$, both $p > 0.7$; participant: both $F \leq 1.6$, both $p > 0.2$; type of change $\times$ participant: both $F \leq 1.6$, both $p > 0.2$). Spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes were thus associated with a similar transient drop in low-frequency power in the occipital cortex, even though the stimulus was changed in the latter but not in the former.

(Figure legend continued.)
Figure 4. Spectral perturbations for individual participants. A, Top, Spectral perturbations for the low-frequency band of interest (3–30 Hz) in the binocular rivalry experiment, averaged across epochs for Participants A and B separately (presented on the left and right, respectively). Each line on average represents 56 epochs. The perturbations are time-locked to the moment a spontaneous (solid lines) or stimulus-induced (dashed lines) change was reported (indicated as “report” on the time axis). Spontaneous as well as stimulus-induced perceptual changes were associated with an occipital low-frequency power decrease, even though the stimulus was changed in the latter, but not in the former. Shading indicates ± SEM across epochs. Bottom, Area of the low-frequency power decrease for the individual participants of the binocular rivalry experiment (± SEM across epochs; see schematic illustration on the right). Whereas the perturbations may be influenced by jitter in reaction times, the areas are insensitive to such jitter. Spontaneous (dark gray bars) and stimulus-induced (light gray bars) changes were associated with a similar drop in low-frequency power. Miniatures of the stimuli indicate the respective experiments. Small head icons indicate participants. B, Top, Spectral perturbations for the high-frequency band of interest (50–130 Hz) in the binocular rivalry experiment, averaged across epochs (on average 56 epochs per line) for Participants A and B separately (presented on the left and right, respectively). Preceding the report there was an increase in high-frequency power for stimulus-induced changes that was less clear for spontaneous changes. Bottom, Areas of the high-frequency power increases for the individual participants of the binocular rivalry experiment. The high-frequency power increase was smaller for the spontaneous than for the stimulus-induced changes. Details as in A. C, Top, Spectral perturbations for the low-frequency band of interest in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, averaged across epochs (on average 34 epochs per line) for Participants A and C separately (presented on the left and right, respectively). As in the binocular rivalry experiment (A), spontaneous as well as stimulus-induced changes elicited a decrease in low-frequency power. Bottom, (Figure legend continues.)
the recordings of the individual occipital electrodes (electrode × frequency band × type of change ANOVA per participant; same

(Figure legend continued.) Area of the low-frequency power decrease for the individual participants of the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, showing that the drop in low-frequency power was similar in magnitude for spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes. Details as in A, Top. Spectral perturbations for the high-frequency band of interest in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, averaged across epochs (on average 34 epochs per line) for Participants A and C separately (presented on the left and right, respectively). Spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes were associated with a similar high-frequency power increase in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, whereas in the binocular rivalry experiment (B) the increase was smaller for spontaneous than for stimulus-induced changes. Bottom. Area of the high-frequency power increase for the individual participants of the 3D-motion rivalry experiment. Spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes were associated with a similar high-frequency power increase. Details as in A.

wavelet width for all frequencies) and found that the above-reported difference in latency between the frequency bands was systematic across electrodes (effect of frequency band: binocular rivalry experiment: both $F > 6.5$; both $p \leq 0.01$; 3D-motion rivalry experiment: Participant C, $F_{1,2108} = 12.8, p \approx 0$; Participant A, $F_{1,2130} = 0.8, p = 0.4$). Also, it was larger for stimulus-induced than for spontaneous changes in Participants B and C (frequency band × type of change: both $F > 5.3$; both $p \leq 0.02$), but not Participant A (both experiments: both $F \approx 1.9$; both $p \approx 0.2$), an effect that was not observed in the averaged recordings. Spatial differences in peak latencies are described below.

Interelectrode relations in power changes

To get an overview of the spatial organization of the modulations described above, we calculated the areas of the power modula-
tions in the recordings of the individual occipital electrodes (average across epochs) rather than their average. Across electrodes, power changes tended to correlate between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes for all participants regarding the low-frequency as well as the high-frequency modulation, suggesting colocalization of the activations associated with spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes (Fig. 6A; in the binocular rivalry experiment, some electrodes had a larger high-frequency modulation for stimulus-induced than for spontaneous changes; see next paragraph). For spontaneous as well as stimulus-induced changes, there was no systematic spatial relation between the low-frequency and high-frequency modulations, indicating that electrodes with a large drop in low-frequency power did not necessarily have a large increase in high-frequency power (Fig. 6B; correlations between high-frequency power increases as measured and low-frequency power decreases multiplied by −1).

In addition, we calculated the correlation of the power changes per electrode, per epoch, between all possible occipital electrode pairs (per participant, per type of change, per frequency band). For spontaneous as well as stimulus-induced changes, the interelectrode correlations were generally stronger in the low-frequency than in the high-frequency modulation, supporting the idea that high-frequency activity is more spatially confined than low-frequency activity (Fig. 6C; type-of-change × frequency-band ANOVA performed per participant; frequency band: all $F \geq 40.4$, all $p < 0.01$).

Spatial differences in power changes

For all participants, we compared the activations of individual electrodes (electrode × type-of-change ANOVA per participant, per frequency band; we were interested in the electrode × type-of-change interaction) and for Participant A, who completed both experiments, we compared individual electrode activations between the experiments (experiment × electrode ANOVA per frequency band, per type of change; we were interested in the electrode × experiment interaction). The above-described similarity between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes regarding the low-frequency modulation (Fig. 4A, B) did not differ between electrodes (electrode × type-of-change interaction in both experiments and all participants: all $F \geq 0.7$, all $p > 0.7$) and
was thus not due to averaging out of opposing effects on individual electrodes. When comparing the experiments directly, Participant A also showed no differences between the experiments in the spatial organization of this modulation (Fig. 7B; experiment \( \times \) electrode: \( F_{(14,2835)} = 0.8, p = 0.6 \)).

There were differences between the experiments regarding the high-frequency modulation. For both participants in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment, the above-described similarity between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes (Fig. 4D) did not differ between electrodes (Fig. 7A; Participant A, bottom row; type of change \( \times \) electrode: both \( F < 0.8 \), both \( p \approx 0.7 \)). In the binocular rivalry experiment, by contrast, the high-frequency power increase was larger for stimulus-induced than for spontaneous changes (see above; Fig. 4B) and in both participants that completed this task this difference was confined to just a couple of electrodes (type of change \( \times \) electrode: both \( F > 4.0 \), both \( p \approx 0 \); then tested in partial ANOVAs per electrode). In both participants the electrodes carrying the difference were distributed unevenly across the electrode arrays, probably covering various functional regions rather than a single region (see below). A majority of the electrodes showed a similar high-frequency modulation for spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes (hence the colocalization reported above; Fig. 6A).

In Participant A there was a larger high-frequency modulation for stimulus-induced compared with spontaneous changes on dorsal electrodes a3 and a4 and ventral electrodes c3 and c4 (estimated functional regions: dorsal visual area (V) 2, dorsal V3, ventral V3, and ventral V4, respectively; Fig. 7A, top row). Accordingly, these ventral electrodes (c3 and c4) activated more to stimulus-induced changes in the binocular than in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment (Fig. 7A; experiment \( \times \) electrode: \( F_{(14,2835)} = 4.3, p \approx 0 \); then tested in partial ANOVAs per electrode), as did ventral electrode c5 (estimated functional region: V8). Regarding spontaneous changes, dorsal electrodes a1, a2, and a3 (estimated functional region: V2 for all) activated more to 3D-motion than to binocular rivalry (Fig. 7A). Note that the estimated functional regions were not verified by functional mapping experiments and should therefore be taken with caution (see Materials and Methods). In Participant B there was a larger high-frequency modulation for stimulus-induced compared with spontaneous changes on electrodes b1, a2, b3, b4, and b7 (estimated functional regions: V2, V2, V3, V3, and V5/hMT+, respectively; electrode names in Fig. 1B; data not shown).

### Spatial differences in peak latencies

Regarding Participant A, dorsal electrodes a4 and a5 (estimated functional regions: V3 and V5/hMT+, respectively; peak latencies: \(-694 \) and \(-731 \) ms, respectively) peaked early compared with other electrodes (peak latencies between \(-602 \) and \(-449 \) ms) in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment (Fig. 7C; electrode: \( F_{(14,2130)} = 2.4, p = 0.003 \), but not in the binocular rivalry experiment (all peak latencies between \(-570 \) and \(-412 \) ms; effect of electrode: \( F_{(14,3540)} = 1.2, p = 0.2 \); electrode \( \times \) frequency-band \( \times \) type-of-change ANOVA per participant; we were interested in the main effect and interactions of electrode; same wavelet width used for all frequencies). The early activation was a general effect regardless of frequency band (electrode \( \times \) frequency band: \( F_{(14,2130)} = 0.7, p = 0.8 \) ) or type of change (electrode \( \times \) type of change: \( F_{(14,2130)} = 0.9, p = 0.6 \)).

Regarding Participants B and C, there was a gradient present in the latencies per electrode, showing early activation of electrodes located centrally in the analyzed array (a4 and b4 for Participant B; c2 for Participant C; estimated functional regions: V3, V3, and V3A, respectively; peak latencies: \(-581 \), \(-601 \), and \(-745 \) ms, respectively) and later activation of other electrodes (b1, b2, and b7 for Participant B; a1 and h3 for Participant C; peak latencies: \(-485 \), \(-467 \), \(-397 \), \(-441 \), and \(-492 \) ms, respectively; electrode names in Fig. 1B; electrode: both \( F \approx 1.8 \), both \( p < 0.05 \); data not shown). For Participant B but none of the other participants, there was a significant electrode \( \times \) frequency-band inter-
Transient decrease in low-frequency power

In the binocular rivalry experiment (Fig. 4A), as well as in the 3D-motion rivalry experiment (Fig. 4C), we observed a transient drop in low-frequency power (3–30 Hz) preceding the report of both spontaneous and stimulus-induced perceptual changes. Following existing literature (Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Sterzer et al., 2009), we initially aligned the epochs to the moment that the participant reported the perceived change (Fig. 4). Additionally, to assess the influence of reaction-time jitter, we performed two analyses largely insensitive to temporal jitter; namely, we calculated the area delimited by the report-locked changes in high-frequency and low-frequency power (Fig. 4). In this experiment, stimulus-induced changes were of a similar magnitude (Figs. 4D, 5D). In this experiment, stimulus-induced changes were quite subtle, involving only a change of motion direction in—and not the removal of—the perceived image (Fig. 2C). Therefore, spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes may have engaged the same dorsal regions sensitive to global motion and motion in depth (Paradis et al., 2000; Brouwer and van Ee, 2007); hence, the similar high-frequency modulations.

Spatial overlap between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes

There has been an extensive debate in the literature regarding the role of the occipital cortex in spontaneous perceptual changes: whether the occipital cortex is recruited for the maintenance of a percept by means of feedback from cognitive regions, or perceptual changes are initiated within the occipital cortex and communicated to higher-level regions in a bottom-up fashion (see Introduction). We reasoned that, while both views are compatible with sustained activity differences between the two possible perceptual states (as found previously; see Introduction), only the latter view implicates that transient activations at the moment of a perceptual change are present in the occipital cortex.

Accordingly, we observed transient neural modulations in the occipital cortex that differed little or not at all between stimulus-induced and spontaneous perceptual changes (Figs. 4, 5) and that spatially overlapped (Fig. 6A). We thus suggest that the spontaneous perceptual changes are initiated within—rather than beyond—the occipital cortex. However, this may not be a strictly bottom-up process, since our results are compatible with the idea that feedback activity within visual networks is necessary for the initiation of spontaneous perceptual changes (Tong et al., 2006; Wolf and Hochstein, 2011; as discussed in the next section). Investigations at a finer spatial scale are needed to gain knowledge about the neural interactions underlying the observed modulations and may also reveal critical differences between spontaneous and stimulus-induced changes. It could be that spontaneous changes are associated with more competitive neural interactions.
than stimulus-induced changes, possibly through the activation of inhibitory interneurons within stimulus-specific visual regions (Blake and Logothetis, 2002; Long and Toppino, 2004).

Transient activations of parietal and frontal regions reported previously in association with spontaneous changes (see Introduction) may be related to cognitive processes associated with perception, such as attention, intention, introspection, or perceptual uncertainty, instead of reflecting initiation of perceptual changes (Raemaekers et al., 2009; Knapen et al., 2011; de Graaf et al., 2011; Frässel et al., 2014; Brascamp et al., 2015). The occipital perturbations we presently observed are similar to previously reported perturbations elicited by changes in visual stimulation (see above) and not similar to perturbations previously reported in association with visual attention (Kelly et al., 2006; Doesburg et al., 2016). Nevertheless, it is possible that secondary effects, for example a change in attention following a perceptual change, also contributed to the present results (Wolf and Hochstein, 2011; Blake et al., 2014).

Functional dissociation between low and high frequencies

It has often been reported that high-frequency modulations reflect fast, local processes, whereas low-frequency modulations reflect slower, global processes (Kopell et al., 2000; von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Donner and Siegel, 2011). Accordingly, we found that the high-frequency modulation peaked earlier (Fig. 5E; Wilke et al., 2006) and correlated less between occipital electrodes than the low-frequency modulation (Fig. 6). The high-frequency and low-frequency modulation further differed regarding which electrodes showed a large or small modulation (Fig. 6A,B), evidencing a difference in spatial organization. Taking the above into consideration, we tentatively propose the following functional dissociation between the frequency bands: whereas the high-frequency modulation reflects the initiation of perceptual changes in specialized visual networks, the low-frequency modulation reflects distribution of change-related activity to a wider range of visual networks, thereby mediating the maintenance of the perceptual state.

This proposal does not explain our finding that, regardless of the frequency band, some electrodes activated earlier than others (Fig. 7C). This finding suggests a coupling of the low-frequency and high-frequency modulation in time, superimposed on the latency difference that was present across electrodes and contrasting the dissociation in terms of spatial organization. However, in line with the idea, neural modulations reflecting the maintenance of the perceptual state have primarily been reported in low-frequency rather than high-frequency occipital activity (Gail et al., 2004; Maier et al., 2008; but see Matuszaki et al., 2012; Sandberg et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2014). The transient nature of the current low-frequency modulation suggests it may not reflect ongoing maintenance of a percept, but rather could instigate coordination of distributed activity within visual cortex needed for maintenance. The proposed role of the high-frequency modulation is congruent with findings that features of the visual input are more reliably reflected in high-frequency than in low-frequency activity (Frien and Eckhorn, 2000; Hall et al., 2005; Henrie and Shapley, 2005; Liu and Newsome, 2006; Siegel et al., 2007; Belitski et al., 2008; Donner and Siegel, 2011). Furthermore, the idea of local initiation and more widespread maintenance of percepts is compatible with a previous fMRI study that decomposed spatial patterns of occipital activity and reported that the prevalence of spontaneous changes was reflected locally in V4, whereas the duration of percepts was reflected in multiple occipital regions (areas V1–V3; Donner et al., 2013).

Regardless of the proposed functional dissociation between low-frequency and high-frequency modulations, our results do not point to a bottom-up processing strategy for spontaneous perceptual changes. First, we found that some electrodes activated earlier than others, but there was no bottom-up spatial gradient present in these latencies (Fig. 7C; Results). Second, the high-frequency modulation was confined to a subset of electrodes, but these covered various functional regions rather than a single low-level region (Fig. 7A; Results). Feedback and distributed activity within visual networks thus seems necessary for the initiation of spontaneous perceptual changes (Tong et al., 2006).

Considerations and limitations

Although the analyzed occipital electrodes did not overlap with the focus of epileptic seizures (see Materials and Methods), it remains uncertain whether—and how—the epileptic condition of the participants affected the results. Also, different results might have been obtained from parts of the occipital cortex that were not sampled. Furthermore, it has been reported that eye movements may influence oscillatory neural activity in monkeys (Bosman et al., 2009). We cannot rule out the possibility that eye movements contributed to our results, including those related to both stimulus-induced and spontaneous perceptual changes, although previous experiments with a similar setup and fixation instructions showed that spontaneous perceptual changes occur independently of eye movements (van Dam and van Ee, 2005; Brouwer and van Ee, 2007). Finally, due to the possibility of passive volume conduction, electrical activity may originate in regions distant from the recording electrode. However, the inter-electrode differences we report regarding the high-frequency modulation (Fig. 6C; correlations; Fig. 7A, power changes) are in line with the idea of local or nearby sources for this modulation. Furthermore, a previous intracranial study indicated that broadband oscillatory activity in human visual cortex reflected local sources (Winawer et al., 2013).

Conclusion

We observed transient neural modulations in the occipital cortex that differed little or not at all between stimulus-induced and spontaneous perceptual changes, even though the latter lack a concomitant change in the visual stimulus. We tentatively suggest that the observed increase in occipital high-frequency power reflects the initiation of perceptual changes, whereas the drop in occipital low-frequency power, which was later in time and less spatially confined, reflects their distribution. We argue that the spontaneous initiation of new percepts can occur within (rather than beyond) the visual cortex. Furthermore, this likely involves distributed activity and feedback within visual cortex, as our results do not support a mere bottom-up processing strategy.
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